Membership Packages

The Society is delighted to present a revitalised suite of memberships for the coming year.
As part of our 40th year celebrations, we have reviewed our membership packages and brought them up to date
with a more simple structure and new emphasis on benefits at all levels for our members.
Over the following pages we highlight the benefits of membership within the four packages available – Supporting
Company Member; Gold Member; Silver Member; and Bronze Member – as well as explaining what members
receive as part of each level and provide testimonials from individuals within them.

Which Membership Package is best for my business?
Our membership packages have been specially designed to ensure everyone
has the opportunity to join the Society – with a variety of benefits, fees,
grades suited to both individuals and larger organisations.
There are four grades of membership – Supporting Company Member, Gold,
Silver and Bronze.

“SOFHT delivers a vital
platform on which we
can raise our profile
and promote our work.”
Barry Hilton, FERA

What is SOFHT and what does it do?
SUPPORTING COMPANY MEMBER

GOLD
This high level of membership offers benefits to all employees
of a business.

SOFHT was initially set up to keep members advised of emerging and topical issues through the delivery of technical support,
training and information.

As the supportive backbone of the Society, these
members enable us to offer valuable services that are
accessible and affordable to all – to the overall benefit
of the industry.

It has a strong focus on the practical application of knowledge and expertise and supports those on the front line of the industry
with a Technical Support Centre. It also acts as a vital forum for networking and a hub for sharing ideas and best practice
throughout the entire food chain.

The highest level of membership offers access to a string
of exclusive benefits for bigger companies and their
employees across their corporate entities.

Members include a cross-section of people from food organisations and their suppliers, manufacturers, retailers and caterers to
environmental health professionals, research organisations, training bodies and students, for whom membership is free.

And it enables them to support SOFHT and its members
in many ways.

Benefits of Membership

Training and Accreditation

Members receive maximum exposure at events including
a free table at the annual lecture and lunch, along with
free places for delegates.

There’s an opportunity for members’ company literature to
be distributed at the majority of events, discounted adverts in
SOFHT magazine and free places at both our annual lunch and
summer lecture.

Membership of SOFHT delivers a wealth of tangible benefits
that can have a significant impact on your business.

As part of our commitment to sharing best practice in food
safety and hygiene, we operate an extensive programme of
topical and cost-effective training courses. Each are delivered
by some of the leading experts in their respective fields.

There are free exhibition stands, exclusive networking
meetings, a dedicated page on the SOFHT website and
discounted rates on courses and breakfast clubs.

SILVER

The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology (SOFHT) is an independent consortium of food industry specialists.
It’s a voluntary organisation that is committed to representing the views of all involved in food hygiene, food safety and technology
across every discipline.
The organisation is unique to the industry in that membership is open to all – with no minimum or set qualification.

Our wide range of resources and activities offer technical
and commercial advantages that provide substantial added
value to any company or individual within the fast-changing
food industry.
All members have access to the latest information relating to
hot topics or breaking issues and the opportunity to consult
specialists with specific expertise in areas including auditing,
quality control and compliance.
Unrivalled networking opportunities including breakfast
briefings, conferences and seminars throughout the year
offer the chance to gain new contacts, and cement existing
relationships, while there’s an annual lunch and a glittering
awards event too.
We provide a host of training and accreditation courses,
both classroom-based and online through our E-Learning
programme, to keep food businesses operating safely
and legally - each delivered through our dedicated SOFHT
Training Academy.
There are also a variety of opportunities to promote your
company and services including sponsorship and via the
website, while members also receive preferential rates with
various industry-related organisations.

Hundreds of delegates have attended an Academy course
since the training facility was launched in 2011.
Courses cover a diverse range of subjects from the latest on
HACCP, pest control and food safety culture to the control of
allergens and internal audits.
All courses are carefully tailored to meet delegates’ level
of knowledge and are regularly updated to cover dominant
food safety issues facing the industry with details on how to
manage them in a practical context.
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Other bonuses include free access to our technical
helpline, discount on training products, opportunities to
feature in our SOFHT Focus magazine along with other
literature and use of the dedicated ‘Supporting Company
Member’ logo.

Put together by our professional team, the publication provides
updates on Society activities and features contributions and
comment from members, authors and other industry experts.

Suitable for any company or consultant, the ‘Silver’ grade of
membership delivers excellent all-round value.
There are proportionally discounted exhibition stand rates
along with a free delegate place at a SOFHT event.
As with Supporting Company Member, there are also discounted
rates at courses and breakfast clubs for all employees, together
with discounted training products and access to our Technical
Support Centre and Members’ Forums.

BRONZE

FOR PERSONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Food Safety Publications
Our in-house SOFHT Focus magazine contains news and
features relating to any issue affecting members – including
regulation, legislation, the latest consumer food safety
concerns and business advice.

There are discounted rates at courses and breakfast clubs for
all employees, discount on training products and access to our
Technical Support Centre and Members’ Forums.

Members also get the chance to feature the SOFHT logo on their
website, discounted advertising and a host of other benefits.

E-Learning packages bring together the essentials of food
safety and hygiene in 10 straightforward courses covering the
basic principles and practices – just the ticket for getting new
staff members up to speed and workplace-ready.

Food Safety Bites offers news, views and issues from throughout
the food industry covering everything ‘from field to fork’.
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It also includes representation at high-level events open
only to Supporting Company Members – providing an
opportunity to shape the strategy and development of
SOFHT.

Each member company receives a 50 per cent discount on an
exhibition stand, together with a free delegate place, at any
SOFHT event.

“We grew 30 per cent as a company
last year and membership of
SOFHT was one of the factors that
helped us to achieve that.”
Paul Morris, Addmaster

Bronze membership delivers a valuable resource for any
individual in the food safety industry.
Discounted rates at all SOFHT events, courses, breakfast clubs
and on training products delivers a significant saving in itself,
while the chance to use the ‘MSOFHT’ designation provides a
sign of instant credibility.
There’s free access to Members’ Forums and, as with other
categories, free subscription to our publications.

SOFHT MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES
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The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology Membership Levels
ALL members of SOFHT receive…
99 Discounted rates at all courses and breakfast clubs
99 25% discount on SOFHT training products
99 Free access to Members’ Forums
99 Discounted adverts in International Food Hygiene

99 Free monthly Technical Food Bites Magazine
99 Free listing in SOFHT Focus magazine along with
preferential consideration of editorial

99 Use of SOFHT logos on website and literature

Magazine

“Membership of SOFHT is vital
to us as it’s always up-to-date
on topical issues and provides
a key facility for discussion and
interaction with other members.”

“As an individual member, I
find the support and expertise
provided by SOFHT is invaluable.”
Chris Holland, consultant

Margaret Pollard, Warburtons

SUPPORTING COMPANY MEMBER

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

FOR PERSONAL MEMBERSHIPS

SOFHT Technical Events

SOFHT Technical Events

SOFHT Technical Events

SOFHT Technical Events

99 Participation at exclusive and senior level Supporting
Company Member meetings

99 One FREE delegate place at every SOFHT event per
membership year

99 One FREE delegate place at a SOFHT event per
membership year

99 Discounted rate at ALL SOFHT events

99 Two FREE delegate places at every SOFHT event

99 One FREE place at the SOFHT Annual Lunch

99 Table of 10 FREE at the SOFHT Annual Lunch

99 Two FREE places at the SOFHT Summer Lecture

99 25% discount on one exhibition stand at one SOFHT
event

99 Five FREE places at the SOFHT Summer Lecture

Applies to all business entities and all employees within a

Applies to all business entities and all employees within a

Corporate Group

Corporate group

Technical updates

Technical updates

Technical updates and training

99 Access to the SOFHT Technical Support Centre
(30 minutes per month)

99 Access to the SOFHT Technical Support Centre
(30 minutes per month)

99 Access to the SOFHT Technical Support Centre
(30 minutes per month)

Advertising and Promotion

Advertising and Promotion

Sponsorship Opportunities

99 Two FREE exhibition stands per membership year

99 50% discount on one exhibition stand at a SOFHT
event

99 SOFHT events and lunch

99 Distribution of company literature at all SOFHT
events except lunch

99 SOFHT diary and awards

99 Distribution of company literature at all SOFHT
events except lunch
99 Use of the dedicated SCM logo
99 Dedicated page on the SOFHT website
99 Three FREE adverts in SOFHT Focus magazine per
membership year and press release on joining

99 Two discounted adverts in SOFHT Focus magazine
per membership year

Sponsorship Opportunities

99 SOFHT events and lunch

99 SOFHT events and lunch

99 SOFHT breakfast clubs

99 SOFHT breakfast clubs

99 SOFHT Awards

99 SOFHT Awards

99 SOFHT diary and wall planner

99 SOFHT diary and wall planner

PLUS

PLUS

99 Preferential rates with various companies

99 Preferential rates with various companies

99 FREE use of the SOFHT office

99 Discounted use of the SOFHT office
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£995

Suitable for an individual

Advertising and Promotion
99 Use of the designated ‘MSOFHT’ logo for Bronze
Members

PLUS
99 Preferential rates with various companies

£65

99 SOFHT breakfast clubs

STUDENT

99 SOFHT wall planner
PLUS
99 Preferential rates with various companies

Sponsorship Opportunities

Please contact SOFHT office

Suitable for single business entity – all employees

99 Discounted rate at ALL courses and breakfast clubs

99 Discounted use of the SOFHT office

£350

“SOFHT provides significant
benefits to us as a business.
Membership is a positive
experience and it’s very easy to
justify renewal every year.”
Jamie Weall, Aston Manor

99 Discounted rate at ALL SOFHT events
99 Networking opportunities
99 Access to industry experts
99 Feature a CV on the SOFHT website
99 Connect and interact with SOFHT and other industry
contacts via social media
99 Opportunity to enter the SOFHT Student awards

Available to undergraduates, those in part-time study or
apprenticeships and postgraduates. Applicants will be
required to verify their status

£ FREE

SOFHT MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES
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Testimonials – What our members say…
Paul Morris,
Chief Executive, Addmaster

Fiona Sullivan, Head of Food
Safety and Store Audit, Morrisons

Margaret Pollard,
Head of Food Safety and
Quality Standards, Warburtons

Barry Hilton, Business
Development Manager
for FERA Science Ltd

Membership Level:
SUPPORTING COMPANY MEMBER

Membership Level:
SUPPORTING COMPANY MEMBER

Membership Level: GOLD

Membership Level: GOLD

“SOFHT is a great resource to the hygiene community,

“As a large retailer, it’s vitally important for us to stay up

“We have been members of SOFHT since 1996 and

“SOFHT is an organisation that touches several areas

from large retailers to small independents.

to date with industry development – whether it’s the Food

that’s a great testament to the benefits we gain from the

of our work to protect the environment and address

Standards Agency’s Regulating our Future Programme,

organisation and its value to the industry as a whole.

challenges across agri-food science.

allergen management, pest control, cleaning technology

My role is to look into technical aspects to ensure our

One of our tasks since turning from a Government agency

or even cultural change.

products are safe for consumers, that we’re always aware

into a private company several years ago has been to get

We therefore see great value in working with SOFHT,

of any changes to food safety legislation and that we’re

our key messages across to the commercial sector.

which has a very wide membership base including other

continually looking for ways to improve.

Membership of SOFHT therefore delivers a vital platform

retailers, manufacturers, contract cleaning firms and

Membership of SOFHT is therefore vital to us as it’s

on which we can raise our profile and promote our work.

auditing bodies.

always up-to-date on topical issues and provides a key
facility for discussion and interaction with other members.

Networking events, awards evenings and seminars

We have access to free or cost-effective training in a
variety of topical issues and attend various training events

We make use of a number of services including the

within the food industry – enabling us to connect to new

We grew 30 per cent as a company last year and

and breakfast club meetings, as well as lectures and

breakfast clubs and training academy, which provides

contacts with great relevance and giving us the chance to

membership of SOFHT was one of the factors that

lunches.

excellent value-for-money courses at the organisation’s

explain what we do and how we can help.”

helped us to achieve that growth.

We also benefit from the opportunities to network and

friendly and comfortable, centrally-located venue.

share best practice with professionals across the industry,

We always look forward to the annual lunch and awards,

hear from expert speakers and share advice.

which not only provide a great opportunity to celebrate

It’s useful to be part of a Society that works with the Food

successes in the industry, but also great networking

Bogdan Prisoschi,
Teesside University

Standards Agency and other influential groups on behalf

opportunities.

of the entire industry too.

Membership Level: STUDENT

SOFHT provides a great service to the food industry and

SOFHT has become increasingly well respected and ever

we’re proud to play a part.”

It offers a fantastic forum for networking and delivers
access to the right companies and key influencers from
our core market.
It also gives us a chance to listen to the voice of the
industry and, if a requirement arises, we can go away
and come up with the solution.
Our connection with SOFHT also gives us instant
credibility with potential customers.

Supporting Company Membership has delivered
excellent value and they’re really nice people to work
with – it’s a real asset to the industry.”

Jamie Weall, Head of Compliance,
Aston Manor Cider
Membership Level: SILVER

it’s a hugely reputable organisation that works entirely

“Being a member of SOFHT has been a really positive
experience for me that helped me to expand and hone my

more relevant in recent years and membership provides

knowledge of the food industry.

significant value.”

Chris Holland,
Food Industry Consultant

“I’ve had links to SOFHT for a number of years and know

provide great opportunities for us talk to the right people

With monthly information, it’s difficult not to remain up to
date with developments – and that’s great if you want to
impress your teachers at university!

for the benefit of its members.

Richard Fielder,
Business Manager, Bio-Check (UK)

Membership Level: BRONZE

It operates a whole host of useful services and its wide

Membership Level: SILVER

“I prepare clients to meet the requirements of certification

membership provides a great opportunity to network with

to global and other food safety and quality management

professionals from all fields of the industry.

“We joined SOFHT to learn more about the latest thinking

standards for organisations in the food industry and

I won the 2017 SOFHT Undergraduate Award and that has

in the industry, which is important due to the consultative

regard membership of SOFHT as crucial to my business.

motivated me to push forward through challenges both in

nature of our business.

It’s extremely useful to stay up to date with changes in

my previous work place and at university.

As corporate members, we’ve accessed its recognised

policy, procedures and best practice while I also call on

I also had the opportunity to meet true experts and was

programme of training, while the focused nature of the

specialists for advice on obscure information or certain

left with the impression that there are so many of us who
want to make the world better through our careers.

range of membership packages deliver really good value
for anyone involved in the food industry.
We use the training courses quite a lot, breakfast
meetings and seminars are great for networking and
full of relevant subject matter and we utilise other
services too.

The competitions are challenging but also fun and

events have provided the right forum for promotion of

aspects of the law.

The advice line is also particularly good as you can

our test kit products and building our own network of

talk to real experts and get an independent view on

Meetings, forums and seminars are great for networking

senior contacts.

SOFHT members have been very kind and helpful when I

and often reveal new issues and ideas while SOFHT will

needed guidance and it’s obvious that everyone involved

As the business climate changes so quickly, the value

also act on members’ behalf to escalate any concerns or

has one thing in common – a real passion for what they do.

SOFHT provides significant benefits to us as a business.

of participating in a professional body that devotes its

lobby Government.

resources to engaging with its members on the key

Being linked to the Society is also great for the CV and I’m

Membership is a positive experience and it’s very easy

As an individual member, I find the support and expertise

issues cannot be under-estimated.”

sure it was a key aspect that put me miles ahead of others

to justify renewal every year.”

provided by SOFHT is invaluable.”

who applied for the role I’m now in.”

any subject.
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The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology, The Long Barn, Hurley Hall, Nr Atherstone, Warwickshire CV9 2HT

01827 872500

•

www.sofht.co.uk

